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From June, Evidence of SVSM Meeting Occurrence

EDITOR MAKING A SALAD TOSS FOR SHOWING LAST MONTH (No Notes)
Photos: Mick Burton

Text: Mick Burton

Old & New Prez: Ron Wergin

Let’s see on page 3…

Editor’s Ravings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton

( shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com )

“ WHILE I TRIED, AGAIN THIS IS PUBLISHED JUST AFTER THE MEETING IT WAS TO PRESAGE...SUCH IS LIFE ”

This Issue began life the morning of the July Meeting as did the June Issue. More sleep this time
but again another work crisis week which alleviated any faint hope of finding time to finish this on
schedule last minute. After years of building into a 5 issues a month newsletter empire, humbling to
realize life intervenes to remind one that this too shall pass. Still enjoying the effort nonetheless.
So late again. Enjoy. – mick fini
( JUNE 2018 SVSM meeting article continued from page 8 )

And the model
of the month for
June was…
Tom Trankel
for his 1/48
Bf-110 !
– mick fini

Editor Again Randomly Reprises Moments and Members Seen Gathered in the June 2018 Meet … ( from page 1 )

At the June meeting, above is a shot taken prior to business meeting being opened. As it turned out, a
lack of personnel to take knowledgeable notes (and some were taken, just lost later by Editor…) means
at this late publishing point, newsletter will be a “ views letter ” . A sampling of June’s assemblage:

These scale model Real Space vehicles above, by the way, are excellent examples of the “other P ”in
IPMS, namely as in the Int’l PAPER Modelling Society. We have a member now who regularly gives
us a look at the diversity of this genre, and a reason to form event support for them. Nice work and by
the way, Reno High Rollers and Silverwings Region Nine clubs have offered Paper Models categories
in their contests for years. Just so you know. Below are two finished Northrop Gammas, in styrene…

Pleased to report there was a
very sweet variety of items to
show scale modelling is not a
Planes, Trains & Automobiles
Only hobby kingdom.
This Cadillac Gage V-100 is a
rather lesser known American
Armored car success story for
one. Apparently now a quality
1/35th injected styrene kit now
available as seen here.
An obscure Italian in 1/48 in WIP, and a WIP Zero-sen on right …

Mike Schwarze managed to make it safely away from his
wage slavery long enough to show up with a demanding old
school scale unknown Aurora King Kong model. Along with
some of Mike’s own crafted scale creatures nearby.

Gabriel Lee, Kent McClure had some aircraft, armor and SF material “work in process” seen here.
Below, the Editor failed to record the provider of this very lovely scale rendering of the USN operated
Focke Wulf 190, seen below. That tri-color scheme never fails to enhance whatever applied too, eh?

The June Meeting had a Club Contest
theme, believe it or not.
“ Paint It Black ” in a nod to the rather
obscure song by a little known rock and
roll group, was the title for this theme.
While no winners were recorded, there
are a few shots to see and also you can…
( see page two for final bits of this meeting
article… )

Congratulations to Tom Trankel
FOR WINNING JUNE MODEL OF THE MONTH

7:00 PM OPEN, MEETING 8:00 PM SHARP
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